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Trump Administration Takes Indian Country Back to Termination Era
The Talking Stick - Understanding Water: A Policy Discussion by The Talking Stick
'A blessing,' 'a family,' and 'a shame on Minneapolis': Voices from the Hiawatha Avenue homeless
Climate Change Could Affect Human Evolution. Here's How.
Energy Transfer Pipeline Explodes in Pennsylvania
State regulators postpone Enbridge meetings after protests erupt
Native Groups Sue to Stop Keystone XL

At the California
Climate Change
Conference (Ian
Zabarte)

If I may utter my “four favorite words”:
Trump Administration Takes Indian Country Back to Termination Era
Read the Article at Indianz.com
The Talking Stick - Understanding Water: A Policy Discussion by The Talking
Stick
https://m.soundcloud.com/talkingstick/the-talking-stick-understanding-water-a-policydiscussion?utm_source=soundcloud&utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=facebook
'A blessing,' 'a family,' and 'a shame on Minneapolis': Voices from the Hiawatha
Avenue homeless encampment https://www.minnpost.com/community-sketchbook/
2018/09/a-blessing-a-family-and-a-shame-on-minneapolis-voices-from-the-hiawatha-avenuehomeless-encampment/

Hiking the Nüümü Poyo: An Act of Love by Indigenous Women
Written By Tazbah Chavez
They say when youʼre lost you should come home
Come home to your motherʼs heartbeat
Come home to your fatherʼs day
Come home from the moon to remember how youʼre made

Autumn Harry along the Nüümü Poyo
This is what Indigenous Women Hike founder, Jolie Varela, did when she came home and she
brought other women with her. Somewhere during three months of cold winter nights and
protecting water by day at Standing Rock, the idea to renew her relationship with her own
ancestral territory began to take shape. She returned home to Payahuunadü in California and
committed to healing herself through the original medicine— the land.
In Jolieʼs own words, “Indigenous Women Hike is an act of love. Love for my people, love for the
land and love for myself.” Initially, she thought she would travel the Nüümü Poyo on her own,
then other women wanted to join, and the movement started gaining support.
I was one of those women. I wanted to heal, and I wanted to take part in regenerating our
relationship with our land, our women, and our strength when we connect women and land
together.

Jolie Varela, Founder of Indigenous Women Hike
Payahuunadü is the Paiute, and original, name for whatʼs
known today as the Owens Valley on the Eastern side of
the Sierra Nevada. Nüümü Poyo is what the world knows
as the John Muir Trail, named in his honor after his death in
1915. The John Muir is a high trail along the backbone of
the High Sierras which are famous for outdoor recreation
like hiking, fishing, hunting, skiing, camping and Instagram
posts. Although this area and the JMT are well known, the history of the land and its original
people have been systemically erased and continue to be
overlooked.

Indigenous Women Hike
aims to regenerate the relationship between the land and its original people, while consequently
decolonizing the history of Indigenous territories. IWH understands there is an inherent
connection, responsibility and medicine exchange that takes place mutually between Indigenous
people and the land they come from. In its inception, Indigenous Women Hike reignited the
ancestral relationship between Paiute women and the Nüümü Poyo. Long before it was named
the John Muir Trail, before Yosemite, Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks were named,
many of these trails were first walked by our people for hunting and trade with surrounding tribal
nations throughout the Sierras. The Nüümü Poyo hike that occurred this August by Indigenous
Women Hike is not simply a reclamation of ancestral trade routes, it is an act of continuity in our
resilient relationship and responsibility to our land and to our people. It is the evidence of having
always been here.
Seven Native women reignited this relationship,
reaffirming self-determination, evident in IWHʼs
conscious decision to hike the trails without permits,
citing the 1978 American Indian Religious Freedom Act.
Indigenous Women Hike

Why the JMT? History of The Nüümü Poyo
The Nüümü Poyo is a traditional roadway that predates the United States and the John Muir
Trail. It is a road that connects tribal nations up and down and across our mountains and region.
Anna Hohag, a Paiute attorney from Payahuunadü and IWH hiker, sums it up well.
“Our ancestors used the trail to trade and travel and likely to manage the landscape as stewards
of the land. The trail is an example of the removal of our people from our lands to make way for
national parks, miners, and natural resource extractors. When we were removed, our places
and routes were replaced with outsiders like John Muir and tourists, and our histories and
identities erased from the trail.
The trail many tourists hike during the summer begins in Yosemite National Forest and extends
210 miles through Ansel Adams Wilderness , Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks, ending
at Mt. Whitney, the highest summit in the contiguous United States at 14,505 feet. Yosemite
was one of the first land areas in history to be set aside for its natural beauty. In the mid-1860s,
President Abraham Lincoln signed a law setting aside seven square miles of land for public use,
resort and recreation. In order to do this, they began removing the Ahwahnechee people, who
John Muir described as “dirty.” Muir was fascinated with the Yosemite area because it looked
picturesque, as if nature had manicured herself. What we know is that the Native people of the
land were actually working with the land and environment throughout the Sierras in order to
promote ecological diversity in plants and animals.
They were masters of a thriving environment in which all beings lived in harmony, but tourists
like John Muir only saw and appreciated the aesthetic surface of what they were seeing. They
assumed it was Godʼs country and nature “manicured” herself.
In reality, the Ahwahnechee, Paiute, Miwuk, Mono and other tribes were stewards of the land
who used tactics like controlled burns to keep the land in balance. However, because settlers
saw the mud tribes used to protect their skin as “dirty” and thought the land just cared for itself,
they forcibly removed tribes from the Sierras to make way for National Parks. To make way for
tourists to look at and enjoy the land. Studies have shown that in the years of conservation that
there has been a significant decrease in ecological diversity of these areas.
This is where the Nüümü Poyo trail begins. We call it by
its original name because John Muir did not create those
trails and he wasnʼt alive to see it named after him
following his death in 1914.
The larger implication is that conservation actually meant
removing the rights of one people, tribes, in exchange
for the rights of another, white tourism. Owning land is
synonyms with power. Tribes throughout the Sierras were removed for conservation, for cattle,
for water and for gold. All things to ensure the wealth of the settler and their generations to
come, which meant the opposite for the tribes they removed. Not only did they remove tribes
from their homelands, they removed them from their identities and languages which are directly
connected to their land base. These tribes ended up on small reservations throughout the
Sierras.

During the initial planning of the hike an elder advised Jolie to do the hike without permits under
the American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978.
The American Indian Religious Freedom Act was enacted to protect and preserve Native rights
to exercise traditional religious and cultural practices. This includes access to sacred sites,
ceremony and traditional rites, and possession of sacred objects. It requires government
agencies to not interfere with exercising this right and to accommodate access to sacred sites
as Native cultural practices are tied to specific geographic areas.
“We're not going to ask for a permit to access our own land,” Varela told the other hikers. “It's
our religious freedom. It was then I realized that this vision would be so much more than I had
ever imagined.”
Along the hike, a park ranger honored their rights and helped the women find a tent site at
Guitar Lake. He spread the word about their journey to other campers and later met us at the
top of Tumanguya (Mt. Whitney). He expressed his support of returning the original Nüümü
names to all places and offered his help in the future in his role as Park Ranger in Crab Tree
and Tuolumne.
Jolie said being on the hike was to be in prayer; it was an experience that brought out a strength
in her she never knew was there. On the trail they also had Amara Keller, who is a Paiute
language teacher from Payahuunadü. As they traveled, they sang songs and learned how to
speak to the land in languages its known the longest.
Anna said, “You remind yourself where you are, and that your ancestors made these trails, and
that if they made these for your people then you can and will do this. We were reminded that we
were right where we were supposed to be, walking in our ancestorsʼ footsteps and speaking our
Nüümü language. We all knew and felt the presence of our ancestors out there at some point in
the journey. This experience humanized Mother Earth daily. We relied on her, prayed to her, and
thanked her. And now, even more than ever before, I feel the immense responsibility to do
whatever we can to protect her.”
On the Trail
Jolie (Bishop Paiute/Tule River Yokut) and Autumn Harry, Pyramid Lake Paiute/Navajo, began
the trail on their own. After 90 miles in, they were joined by Amara Keller (Bishop Paiute), Kara
Keller (Bishop Paiute), Anna Hohag (Bishop Paiute), Amelia Vigil (Picuris Pueblo/ Purepecha)
and Jaylyn Gough (Navajo). I was sadly not able to join the entire hike and instead was able to
hike in a resupply of food for the women. After hiking ten hours over Kearsarge Pass, elevation

11,760, I found the women at their campsite and I had this overwhelming feeling of being
exactly where I was supposed to be. I was met by my childhood sisters who at that moment
wore the faces of our ancestors. Their laughs through the forest sounded like ancestral home. I
got to witness their physical fatigue, their emotional realities, and their mental strength being
tested. It is no easy feat to do what these women did. You are deeply surrounded by earth and
by your mind. It takes exercising new muscles of the mind, the heart and depending on each
other to endure that kind of journey.
At this point they had walked 145 miles. When it felt hard, we were all reminded that our
ancestors walked farther with less and under excruciating forced removal policies by the United
States government. When youʼre hiking that far on your own land itʼs as if your body takes over
because your cells, skin and muscles are made of thousands of years of inherent endurance.
Your body adapts to altitude because itʼs your ancestorsʼ breath in your lungs, you drink the
water straight from the flowing creeks because itʼs the original life source, and you trust your
internal navigation because your spirit knows where itʼs going.
View from top of
Kearsage Pass

“Being on the land and
experiencing the
extremes like weather
and terrain was
incredibly humbling and
grounding,” said Anna.
“There were times we
were freezing or
exhausted and still had
to summit some of the
tallest mountains in the
country or make it over a
13,000-foot pass. There were many times where you allowed negative thoughts to come into
your mind that told you “I canʼt do this.” So then it became one step at a time, and encouraging
each other up mountains, and every so often, just stopping to take in the beauty of our home.”
Along the trail these women were often teachers to hikers. They said the interactions were
surprisingly and overwhelmingly positive. They would bring up the Nüümü place names and
used every opportunity as a learning opportunity when meeting someone. Some groups even
recognized them, asking, “Are you Indigenous Women Hike?” How powerful to be recognized
on your land by visitors! They had strangers speaking Paiute words and phrases they had
taught them. They even spent hours walking with other women they met on the trail, sharing
lunch and teaching them about the history.

You have the creeks and river banks in your veins
And the air in your lungs is your bloodlinesʼ breath
I grew up with Jolie, Amara, Anna, and Kara in the arms of the White Mountains and the
towering Eastern Sierras. These mountains have been the backdrop to every fundamental
moment of our lives. Even when I moved away to the city to go to college and to work, it has
always been the mountains I come home to when I'm lost, when Iʼm hurt, when I need to heal. It
is the only place that brings all the pieces that become our lives together into a picture that
makes sense. There is a place on highway 395 where the Sierras become visible and where the
particles in the air transform into a softness that absorbs me into safety and welcomes me
home, as if Iʼm suddenly being held together and protected by spirit.

The Nüümo Poyo showed us where this air comes from and reaffirmed where we belong.

Tazbah Rose Chavez
Project 562 feels honored to support
the efforts of the Indigenous Women
Hike, and to privileged collaborate
with writer, Tazbah

Tazbah Rose Chavez is a multi-media artist working in the disciplines of writing, performance
poetry, film and music. She is Nüümü (Paiute), Diné (Navajo), and San Carlos Apache, originally
from the Bishop Paiute Reservation in Payahüünadü (Bishop, Ca). She holds a degree in
American Indian studies from UCLA, has written the script for Nikeʼs Dare to Rise for Equality
commercial, and served as artistic director for the B. Yellowtail video marketing campaigns. She
is currently one of five up and coming directors selected for AT&Tʼs Hello Lab Filmmaker
Mentoring Program. Her work centers around the multifaceted aspects of female and
indigenous identities. To follow her work, visit her website or find her on Instagram.
*************************************************************************************************************
Today, Indian Country launched the seventh installment in an eight-part op-ed series focused on
the keys to success in -- and the key strategic considerations for - --tribal workforce development.
The op-ed series is drawn from a new tribal tribal workforce development toolkit produced by
NCAI's Partnership for Tribal Governance (PTG).
To read, this week's op-ed, titled "Closing the loop and advancement are key to developing tribal
workforces," please click here.
In next week's op-ed: PTG explores two final strategic considerations for tribal workforce
development: partnerships and sustainability.
NCAI Contact: Ian Record, Partnership for Tribal Governance Director, irecord@ncai.org

Climate Change Could Affect Human Evolution. Here's How.
Scott Solomon, NBC News
Solomon writes: "Climate change will alter the internal workings of our bodies in subtle but
significant ways and will likely cause a noticeable shift in our appearance."

Energy Transfer Pipeline
Explodes in Pennsylvania
https://www.ecowatch.com/native-groups-sue-to-stop-keystonexl-2604222357.html?utm_source=EcoWatch+List&utm_campaign=af39524076EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_49c7d43dc9af39524076-85895669

State regulators postpone Enbridge meetings after protests erupt
http://strib.mn/2Qmnmzi

Native Groups Sue to Stop Keystone XL
Popular Sep. 12, 2018 06:31AM EST
The Keystone XL pipeline would pass through Montana as it transports crude oil from Alberta to
the Gulf of Mexico. Andrew Burton / Getty Images News / Getty Images
Two indigenous groups are suing the Trump administration in an attempt to stop the Keystone
XL pipeline, NPR reported Monday.
The Fort Belknap Indian Community of Montana and the Rosebud Sioux Tribe of South Dakota
are asking a Montana judge to rescind the permit granted by the administration in 2017, saying
it did not assess how the pipeline would impact their water and sacred lands.
"As President of the Rosebud Sioux Tribe, I want to make it perfectly clear, and give fair warning
to President Trump, Secretary Zinke, The United States Army Corps of Engineers, TransCanada
and their financial backers and potential investors, South Dakota Governor Daugaard,
Representative Noem, and Senators Thune and Rounds that the Rosebud Sioux Tribe opposes
the construction of the Keystone XL pipeline. Through our attorneys—the Native American
Rights Fund (NARF)—the Rosebud Sioux Tribe will use all means available to fight in the
courtroom this blatant trespass into Sicangu Lakota territory," Rosebud Sioux Tribe President
William Kindle said in a NARF statement.
The Keystone XL pipeline, which TransCanada wants to build to transport 830,000 barrels of
crude oil from Alberta's tar sands through Montana and North and South Dakota to connect with
an existing Keystone pipeline in Nebraska, was denied a permit by former President Barack
Obama in 2015.

But almost as soon as President Donald Trump took office, he invited TransCanada, the
company behind Keystone XL, to reapply for a permit that the State Department granted two
months later, according to NPR.
NARF noted in a statement that, in granting the 2017 permit, the State Department did not
explain why it had ruled differently this time. It took only 56 days to approve the project after
TransCanada reapplied.
"President Trump permitted the Keystone XL pipeline because he wanted to It was a political
step, having nothing to do with what the law actually requires. NARF is honored to represent the
Rosebud Sioux and Fort Belknap Tribes to fully enforce the laws and fight this illegal pipeline,"
NARF staff attorney Natalie Landreth said in a statement.
The Fort Belknap Indian Community is concerned because the pipeline would travel less than
100 miles from its reservation headquarters and pass through sacred sites, as well as the
ancestral lands of the Gros Ventre and Assiniboine Tribes.
The Rosebud Sioux Tribe is concerned because the pipeline would pass within miles of the
boundaries of its reservation and yards of its trust lands and members' allotments. It would also
cross under the two sources of water used for the Mni Wiconi Rural Water Supply Project, which
the Rosebud Sioux Tribe uses to run its own water delivery system.
"There are countless historical, cultural and religious sites in the planned path of the pipeline
that are at risk of destruction, both by the pipeline's construction and by the threat of inevitable
ruptures and spills if the pipeline becomes operational," the NARF statement said.
The lawsuit contends that no attempt was made in the permitting process to consider these
risks.
U.S. District Judge Brian Morris of Montana will hear the case, NPR reported.
Morris ruled last month in favor of environmentalists, Native American groups and landowners
who had argued that the State Department had to conduct a separate Environmental Impact
Statement after the pipeline's route in Nebraska was changed since the first statement was
written in 2014.

